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journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts and feelings by jotting them down on a
daily basis this art has been around for hundreds of years now and has been used by most people as
a means to relieve stress and express themselves one of the most popular journals is that one by
samuel pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s who made it a point to write down what happened
in his lifetime from his personal feelings to important events that not only affected him but affected
the world as well these events include the anglo dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy
and even the great fire and the great plague of london now a library in cambridge is named after
him journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts and feelings by jotting them down on
a daily basis this art has been around for hundreds of years now and has been used by most people
as a means to relieve stress and express themselves one of the most popular journals is that one by
samuel pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s who made it a point to write down what happened
in his lifetime from his personal feelings to important events that not only affected him but affected
the world as well these events include the anglo dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy
and even the great fire and the great plague of london now a library in cambridge is named after
him suitable for both men and women 300 wing prompts is an interesting and inspiring journal of
self exploration self help it comes with 300 thought provoking writing prompts for adults to help
them dig deeper inside them this amazing writing prompt journal is a combination of writing
prompts for writers writing prompts for self discovery and writing prompts for teens my previous
writing journals inside this writing journal you will be greeted with a lot of inspiring and fun
questions all aimed at self help and self exploration the journal writing prompts inside this journal
are crafted in such a way to make you think about yourself in a new and refreshing way hence you
will gain a deeper understanding of your inner kid while having fun on the whole the questions and
writing prompts within this unique journal are meant to provide you with a simple yet a fun pastime
just go to your favorite place and turn the page to your next thought provoking writing prompt or
question the year of you is an invitation to discover more about yourself become more conscious
about what you want and create a rich and fulfilling life through one journaling prompt a day with
this book you can take the guess work out of journaling and use one writing prompt each day of the
year to explore and unpack the most important aspects of your life and your being each month you
ll focus on one important area of your life january identity february the past march environment
april fun may career june relationships july growth august money september travel and adventure
october health november spirituality december the future you can start in january june or
november simply turn to today s date and start writing whether you re new to journaling or have
enjoyed a reflective writing practice for some time the year of you offers a wealth of inspiration that
will deepen your understanding and awareness of what makes you who you are journaling is
basically the act of recording your thoughts and feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis this
art has been around for hundreds of years now and has been used by most people as a means to
relieve stress and express themselves one of the most popular journals is that one by samuel pepys
a naval administrator in the 1600 s who made it a point to write down what happened in his lifetime
from his personal feelings to important events that not only affected him but affected the world as
well these events include the anglo dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy and even the
great fire and the great plague of london now a library in cambridge is named after him journaling
is basically the act of recording your thoughts and feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis
this art has been around for hundreds of years now and has been used by most people as a means
to relieve stress and express themselves one of the most popular journals is that one by samuel
pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s who made it a point to write down what happened in his
lifetime from his personal feelings to important events that not only affected him but affected the
world as well these events include the anglo dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy and
even the great fire and the great plague of london now a library in cambridge is named after him a
guided writing journal filled with tips instructions and plenty of space to explore your creativity and
become a better writer where do i begin a common question no matter how much you love to write
how often you write or if you re a beginner to journaling the blank page or empty journal can be
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intimidating designed to nurture your creativity and self motivation my creative writing journal
provides you with welcome guidance and inspiration to explore and write with ease inside this
interactive journal you will find plenty of writing room to get your thoughts and words on paper and
even learn more about yourself unique writing prompts and interesting topics and questions to
reflect upon will stimulate your creativity and have you brainstorming new ideas whether you re
new to journal writing or find yourself really stuck in the creative process discover the motivation
to get started and the encouragement to continue and enjoy your writing journey journal prompts
for writing daily journal writing prompts writing prompts for self reflection write your life story
writing a memoir 3 100 prompts by michelle hilmar is the ultimate story of my life book and journal
life story guide that allows you to explore the depths of your experiences and document the story of
your life with its vast collection of 3 100 writing prompts this book empowers you to write my life
story pen your memoirs and create a family history record book that celebrates genealogy and the
beauty of your personal history if you ve ever thought i need to write my memoirs then this book is
for you through thought provoking journal prompts and interview questions this book provides the
perfect life story journal to capture the essence of the story of your life and record treasured
moments it guides you in reflecting on the story of your life and inspires you to write your own
narrative with the wealth of writing prompts you can delve into the depths of your family history
explore genealogy and write your family history leaving a lasting legacy that can be passed down
through generations journal prompts for writing is the ideal companion for anyone aspiring to write
my life story pen their memoirs or embark on the journey of documenting their family history it
serves as a personal keepsake a family history record book that preserves your most important
recollections stories and life lessons through writing you can celebrate your heritage honor
genealogy and create a meaningful connection with future generations this book is an invitation to
embrace the transformative power of writing and self reflection it encourages you to write my book
record your memoirs and explore the vast landscape of your personal history with journal prompts
for writing you can unleash your creativity delve into the depths of your experiences and create a
tangible legacy that can be cherished by your loved ones as the ideal gift this interview prompt
book is the perfect companion to your journal for family history and makes a perfect gift for any
occasion journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts and feelings by jotting them
down on a daily basis this art has been around for hundreds of years now and has been used by
most people as a means to relieve stress and express themselves one of the most popular journals is
that one by samuel pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s who made it a point to write down
what happened in his lifetime from his personal feelings to important events that not only affected
him but affected the world as well these events include the anglo dutch war the restoration of the
english monarchy and even the great fire and the great plague of london now a library in
cambridge is named after him this collection of 365 journal writing prompts is meant to stop writer
s block in its tracks with enough prompts to last the whole year long you ll be writing every day on
a variety of subjects with some introspection some humor and a view to the future you ll be able to
practice your writing and learn more about yourself author bryan cohen s books of writing prompts
and writing advice have sold more than 15 000 copies a daily writing practice requires constant
feeding of new ideas to draw from deep inside your writing well this book offers daily prompts to
get your creative juices flowing and provides the kick start necessary when you are faced with
writers block give your writing a boost whether you are writing your memoir have a daily
journaling practice or building fictional characters for your next book break through writers block
with 365 prompts and creative ideas to expand your thoughts and open new writing avenues filled
with words phrases and spiritual inspiration this book sparks the writer to write on the blank page
anytime these creative exercises keep you writing and help you build a daily writing practice to
complete your book initiate change and promote personal transformation writing feeds the mind
and heals the soul no writer should be without these prompts deepen your creative identity and
build a foundation for your best work in just a few minutes each day as a creative you probably
spend a lot of time in your work but how often do you take a step back to reflect on your work in
the year of you for creatives you ll discover more about your creative identity your motivation your
habits and routines and the things that make your work work inside you ll find 365 daily journaling
prompts that guide you through different elements of your creative work so you can build a strong
foundation improve your craft and develop a practice that works for you every month you ll explore
an important aspect of your creativity january creative identity february health and self care march
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working environment april time and energy may community and support june daily routine july
mindset august the past september growth and learning october money november life outside your
creative work december reflection and planning wherever you are on your creative journey and
whatever your previous experience with journaling this book offers a wealth of inspiration that will
deepen your understanding of yourself and your creative work the ultimate guide to journaling
packed with prompts and ideas to spark creativity for many people who want to keep a journal the
fear of the blank page can be a very real stumbling block but is definitely something that can be
resolved in this essential guide journaling expert helen colebrook offers up all her knowledge tips
and tricks to ensure you get truly bitten by the journaling bug through 101 layout examples helen
shows you how to approach the design of a myriad of different journal pages from mood trackers to
gratitude spreads monthly cover pages daily weekly and monthly planners lists project planners
and more she also covers ideas for junk journaling adding watercolour to your journal and other
ways to develop the artistic side of your journaling this is a book that will be a constant companion
that you can use for inspiration whenever you need some new ideas for a fresh layout but it s not
just about the aesthetics of your journal alongside the layouts helen gives helpful prompts that will
make you think about what you are journaling as much as how these include thoughtful prompts
and exercises to get you started on self reflection and help you make writing a daily habit alongside
creative prompts to get your creative juices flowing there are no end of ways to get creative in your
journal and it can become a hugely relaxing and rewarding part of the process the beauty of
journaling is that there is no right or wrong but sometimes we all need a little help and inspiration
to help us get the most of this fulfilling hobby this beautiful book is the perfect companion to helen
s debut book journal with purpose and alongside her youtube tutorials and blog will ensure you
have all the tools and ideas you need to make your journal a thing of beauty and personal truth with
101 layout ideas and 500 journal prompts there s nothing stopping you from journaling with
purpose too contains 350 writing prompts for use in fourth through eighth grade classrooms
grouped in sixteen categories with tips for the teacher in the 100 day self discovery journal you get
100 days of unique thought provoking and creative writing prompts for life changing self discovery
you can use the book as your journal to write in this prompt journal gives you all the inspiration you
need to get going on your self exploring journaling route with a wide ranging selection of unusual
writing suggestions plenty of writing space each prompt is on its own lined two page spread with
lots of room for comprehensive journal writing do you want to know who you are and what you
want but don t know where to begin do you want to be the best version of yourself and dig deeper
into your authentic self are you lacking in motivation or inspiration but don t know why would you
like to change the way you live your life but don t have the first idea of where to start do you feel
change is due and inevitable but don t know what and how to change the journal prompts in this
book serve as thought provoking kick starters for efficient and joyful journal writing and they will
help you start a fun self discovering and life changing journaling journey you will also learn how to
meditate before journaling how to get your emotions onto the page how to succeed with the
journaling process how to move on once you ve identified your issues by harnessing the power of
the journaling experience journaling provides you with an experience unlike any other you get to
write down your most profound inner thoughts without offending somebody else with your opinions
and you can start where you are anywhere in life keeping a journal is meant to be a pleasurable and
rewarding experience and the prompts in this book are designed for you to persevere and really
reap all the benefits of a journaling practice that will undoubtedly enhance the quality of your life
so pick up your copy of the 100 day self discovery journal get the best writing prompts for self
exploring journal writing and take a step towards identifying a better life a life you truly deserve
the 100 day self discovery journal also serves well as a treasured women s journal gift and a journal
for girls journal with 120 lined pages front and back to write what happened today using the
prompts as what was the best part of your day what was the worst part of your day what happened
today that you woud like to change archival quality pages made from acid free paper resists
damage from light and air gorgeous designed cover integrated bookmark elastic closure helps keep
notebook securely closed the book is great for either pen and pencil users enjoy do you want to
reconnect with your sense of who you are and what matters most to you could you benefit from a
daily dose of reflection and self connection the year of you for mothers is your opportunity to spend
a few minutes with yourself each day as well as reflecting on your parenting experience you ll also
maintain or regain that important connection with the areas of your life that can get pushed aside
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by the daily whirlwind of parenting inside you ll find 365 daily journaling prompts that will make
you think about a specific aspect of your life and your parenting experience including identity
purpose and meaning community money health and more whether you re new to journaling or have
enjoyed a reflective writing practice for some time the year of you for mothers offers a wealth of
inspiration that will deepen your understanding and awareness of yourself as a mother and an
individual an inspiration magnet to skyrocket self esteem this self discovery journal provides more
than 200 thoroughly unique enjoyable writing prompts skyrocket your self esteem develop your
creativity and explore all area s of life writing prompts about your love life writing prompts to
better deal with social anxiety s writing prompts for finding empowering strategies to deal with
worries stress and failures and much much more creative writing at your own pace for maximum
benefit this beautifully designed writing prompts journal can be used at your own space to give you
the maximum benefit furthermore there are wisdom quotes throughout this writing prompt journal
to motivate you when you feel a lack of inspiration discover your best self now scroll up to buy your
own writing prompts journal zen journaling method the writing prompts in this self discovery
journal are designed as writing prompts for adults but are also fit as writing prompts for teens
given the nature of the writing prompts this journal also perfectly fits as a self esteem workbook
furthermore this daily journal for women men is perfectly compatible with other self help books or
self help methods it s both a journal to write in for women and a journal to write in for men 21
exercises has also created other self help journals including writing prompts journals creative
writing prompts and 90 days self discovery journals to write in for women men to get the most
benefit out of the writing prompt journal it s advisable to set out a particular zen journaling time
each day 5 to 10 minutes for example in the morning or before you go to bed do you need
inspiration or prompts for your journal experience are you looking for a simple daily journal with
writing prompts start the new year with this 365 day journal that includes writing prompts and
doodle space discover yourself with creative and mindful thoughts write draw doodle this journal
with a blue artsy cover is perfect for your journaling adventures start a routine each day and
journal for 5 minutes or less to focus on something positive the writing space is only a few lines so
you don t have to feel overwhelmed or come up with long responses however at the end of the
journal are blank lined pages to write more if you wish this journal contains 365 prompts providing
one year of reflection the prompts include writing about gratitude memories your childhood your
favorites lists and more more details larger 8x10 to have more room for writing 109 pages cover
soft matte binding professional paperback binding pages cannot be removed designed in the usa
this journal provides prompts to get your journal habits a kickstart works for home or travel it
makes a great gift too please contact me if you are unsatisfied for any reason and i will do my best
to address your concerns check out the author page for more journals notebooks and other ideas to
ignite creativity order today and enjoy discovering yourself sissy sissy s journals notebooks this 6 x
9 journal is organized into 52 weeks or 1 year of journaling each week has a question or a prompt
to help get you writing each week or prompt gives you 2 pages to write your thoughts and feelings
on the topic this blank book is to help you better understand yourself and what kind of person you
are and want to be this diary makes journaling easy for beginners and experts a like you are
guaranteed to be able to write after reading this book ever get stuck when trying to write a journal
entry want to learn how to write better need journal templates journal entries and journal prompts
for you your friends or your students 99 journal writing templates gives you ninety nine different
journal entries that you can use in your journals starting right now not only will you write better
and learn new things but you will also gain personal growth within yourself this book makes journal
writing fun anyone can benefit from this book including journal writing lovers students teachers
creative writers content creators book novel writers bloggers article writers and literally anyone
who enjoys writing and getting their thoughts on paper if you have ever wanted a book you can go
through any day any time of the week this book is your answer you will write more you will increase
your skills in vocabulary writing and other life skills you will learn more about yourself and you will
love getting your thoughts and ideas on paper once you start writing more journal entries from
these journal prompts you will begin to develop your own prompts and templates and will be
writing all the time and best of all you will love writing and you will love yourself for doing it get
this book right now and never have trouble writing in your journal again the 90 day writing prompt
journal offers 90 one word writing prompts to encourage creativity consistency and accountability
in your writing life use this journal however you wish you could start at the beginning and work
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your way to the end or you could peruse the table of contents and choose prompts in random order
depending on your mood or inclination at that particular time you could set a timer for five or ten
minutes or you could write until the pages are filled no overthinking no editing just write with 90
word prompts included you have plenty of opportunities to be inspired develop a regular writing
habit and practice your craft freewriting is a type of writing exercise in which a person writes
freely and continuously for a certain period of time without giving much thought to correct
grammar or the end result use freewriting as a way to eliminate your inhibitions silence your inner
critic release your creativity break down limitations and boundaries get unstuck from writer s block
experiment with new techniques write without fear of judgment or criticism explore new ideas
generate content and build a body of work if you want to grow as a writer you have to practice
write every day or at least as regularly as possible and you will only become a better writer over
time journaling is a fun and fulfilling activity that can shine a light on yourself and your opinions it
can help solidify your worldview by clarifying your way of thinking it promotes creativity and self
expression and gives you a record of your thoughts in this book the front of this book isn t filled
with useless prose explaining philosophical musings on the subject instead we decided that it would
be appropriate to structure the book in a manner that would allow you to dive right in and start
writing at the end of the book we present all of the prompts in list form in case you don t want to
write inside this book the list format is also here to make things convenient for our kindle and e
book readers to skip the lined format portion of the book journals to write in that include prompts
are uncommon but here you have enough room to write your daily journal entries ladies you may
consider it a diary if you like all that being said you re ready to start writing if you don t like a
specific prompt you can skip to the bonus prompts at the end of the book to find a suitable
replacement have fun writing discover how to write a journal with this 365 creative ideas you re
about to discover how to journaling for personal growth and happiness with 365 prompts ideas
inspirations and examples we all have times in our lives when we need a little inspiration wisdom
and humor to get us through difficult times or just a long day here is a sneak peak of topics covered
in this book relationships health family inspiration motivation home life career romance love
children money budgets being happy change much much more download your copy right now great
writing prompt journal for kids between the 3rd and 5th grade perhaps you have a child who loves
writing and wants to develop their skills or perhaps your child is a reluctant writer who needs to
practice writing essays and stories to keep up with their peers whatever the case may be you ll find
this journal filled with writing prompts is perfect for improving children s imagination creativity
reading skills vocabulary and comprehension the writing prompts in this book are ideal for children
in the 2nd 3rd 4th and 5th grade but older students will also enjoy the interesting topics and fun
story starters this is an ideal book for parents looking for a way to extend their child at home what
s more the finished journal makes a fantastic keep sake if you homeschool or tutor a child this is a
great way to get their creative juices flowing teachers will love this brilliant book of prompts with a
topic for every occasion you ll never run out of creative writing ideas and interesting story starters
this book is a great gift for aspiring writers here are a few examples of great prompts in the book
you blow out your birthday candles and make a wish immediately the wish comes true what did you
wish for what happens your dad is a scientist one of his top secret projects is to bring the dinosaurs
back to life he s brought a baby dinosaur home from the lab how do you look after it what type of
transportation will people have in the future a strange little door appears in your bedroom you can
squeeze through the door if you try what do you find on the other side writing prompts include
interesting story starters but also would you rather questions like would you rather be able to fly or
be incredibly strong and persuasive essay topics to improve debating skills a guided journal
containing 365 prompts covering the most important areas of life monthly topics include identity
relationships money career the future and much more guided prompt journal with 100 positive
prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend to write
down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about
themselves sooth the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into
what truly matters to them journaling for five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over
your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the journal to provide you with more
space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish
cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for
moms daughters fathers sons family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look
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at our other products for other book ideas and covers by clicking on the author name guided
prompt journal with 100 positive prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for
yourself or a friend to write down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing
prompt journal to learn about themselves sooth the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries
and gain helpful insight into what truly matters to them journaling for five or ten minutes a day will
help you gain control over your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the journal to
provide you with more space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product
details matte finish cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm
perfect present for moms daughters fathers sons family or friends for their birthday or for
christmas make sure to look at our other products for other book ideas and covers by clicking on
the author name 101 things to write about for 3rd grade students best for 3rd grade students
writing prompts for kids 3rd grade is an interesting and inspiring journal which comes with over
100 thought provoking writing prompts the book helps kids develop their narrative writing skills by
giving them enough writing prompts one per day for 101 days being parents you will be happy to
know that you will no longer fight for writing ideas for your 2nd graders in this journal you will find
a lot of inspiring fun questions and writing prompts all aimed at journal writing for 3rd grade this
journal is crafted in such a way to get kids think in a new and refreshing way and it also lets them
gain a deeper understanding of their inner self while having fun on the whole the questions and
writing prompts within this unique journal are meant to provide your kid with a simple yet
integrative pastime i am sure writing prompts for kids 3rd grade will provide your kids with
excellent things to write about enjoy grab these 101 one page story starters journal prompts for
your kids best for kids from 2nd grade to 6th grade writing prompts for kids is an interesting and
inspiring journal with over 100 thought provoking story starters and journal prompts the book
helps kids develop their narrative writing skills by giving them enough writing prompts one per
page for 101 days being parents you will be happy to know that you will no longer fight for writing
ideas for your kids in this journal you will find a lot of inspiring fun story starters and writing
prompts all aimed at journal writing for kids this journal is crafted in such a way to get kids to think
in a new and refreshing way and takes their narrative writing skills to the next level on the whole
the story starters and writing prompts within this unique journal are meant to provide your kid with
a simple yet integrative pastime i am sure writing prompts for kids will provide your kids with
excellent things to write about enjoy just scroll this page up and click the buy button to get a copy
for your little angel follow the journal writing prompts actions in this book to fill your journal to the
point of bursting filled with memories self reflection ideas inspiration creativity experiences
achievements gratitude goals and direction unlock the potential of your journal and enjoy some
time for yourself in this journaling with prompts book you will discover memories daily reflections
weekly reflections confessions mindfulness your favorites morals and ethics happiness gratitude
and appreciation rituals and so much more thank you for your interest in journal writing as well as
helping yourself out and motivating yourself to do more in life enjoy the journal ideas and prompts
300 creative writing prompts the complete fiction writer s journal is your artistic muse and creative
compass all 300 prompts are curated to unleash the creative fiction writer s imagination and
eliminate the headache that can sometimes occur between brain and pen writing just became pain
free peruse the prompts until you find the perfect match or scan the table of contents to see what
section you d like to start with we guarantee there s something to tickle your fancy no matter what
mood you re in access and refine different aspects of your writing skills utilize the different prompt
categories to start with character setting or plot every prompt is designed to evoke story ideas
unique to each writer so break the rules and twist and bend the prompts become the architect of
your story with 300 creative writing prompts the complete fiction writer s journal samples story
starters grow a story from one of these story starting first lines it s ironic that he died eating a
sandwich bologna sandwiches were his favorite food as i walked home amongst the autumn leaves
the chilly nip in the wind seemed to be foreshadowing the change that was coming realistic write a
grounded story write a story about a dying man who finally gains the courage to do something he s
always been afraid to do write a story about a couple who meet in the most unexpected way fantasy
craft a story that toys with the rules of nature everything that madelyn writes a story about
happens in real life write a story about someone who has supernatural powers and gets caught
using them setting starters choose a story setting that sparks your imagination write a story that
takes place on a cliff that is overlooking a canyon write a story that takes place in a vast apple
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orchard how did they get there think backward from these prompts to explain how your characters
got into a certain situation a child is riding his bicycle through the pouring rain as fast as he can
someone is stumbling through the pitch black woods at night silly enjoy some light hearted writing
write a story about a mischievous puppy that wreaks havoc on its family write a story about a pack
of gummy bears that come to life adventure create an action packed adventure one day maya is
home alone when she hears the shower turn on in her bathroom what happens next write a story
about a man who dies in mysterious circumstances most of his friends seem to brush it off as an
accident but his son won t rest until he knows what happened from the perspective of pick a
character that interests you and tell their story a transfer student s first day at their new school
someone who wakes up and can t remember who they are or where they are book includes around
five prompts per page 101 creative journaling prompts is an inspiring collection of writing prompts
that you ll actually want to use designed to help you dig deeper to discover more of your true self
and to inspire you on those days where you aren t quite sure what to write about if you re looking
for a deeper connection with your journal author and artist kristal norton sheds light on a more
rewarding form of journaling with a brief introduction to art journaling and 20 bonus art prompts
she also shares pages of her creative journal that were inspired by the prompts in the book showing
how each prompt can be used and interpreted in many ways this book is overflowing with
inspiration 101 creative writing prompts that encourage introspection great for traditional
journaling as well as art journaling visual examples of prompts interpreted by the author 20 quick
and easy art prompts to get you started adding color and imagery to your journal bonus video of
author and artist kristal norton creating an art journal page from start to finish using this book for
inspiration a pdf version of all the prompts in this book so that you can print cut out and put them
in a jar for easy access when you re feeling stuck guided prompt journal with 100 positive prompts
a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend to write down your
thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about themselves
sooth the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into what truly
matters to them journaling for five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over your
emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the journal to provide you with more space to
draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish cover 100
positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for moms
daughters fathers sons family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look at our
other products for other book ideas and covers by clicking on the author name a writing journal
with 52 personal writing prompts ranging from your favorite book to a place you d like to visit to
describing a family tradition or an inside joke use it in english class writer s workshop or as a
personal self reflection tool
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397 Journal Writing Prompts & Ideas : Your Secret Checklist To Journaling Like A Super
Pro In Five Minutes 2015-06-10 journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts and
feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis this art has been around for hundreds of years now
and has been used by most people as a means to relieve stress and express themselves one of the
most popular journals is that one by samuel pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s who made it
a point to write down what happened in his lifetime from his personal feelings to important events
that not only affected him but affected the world as well these events include the anglo dutch war
the restoration of the english monarchy and even the great fire and the great plague of london now
a library in cambridge is named after him
397 Journal Writing Prompts & Ideas 2015-07-16 journaling is basically the act of recording
your thoughts and feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis this art has been around for
hundreds of years now and has been used by most people as a means to relieve stress and express
themselves one of the most popular journals is that one by samuel pepys a naval administrator in
the 1600 s who made it a point to write down what happened in his lifetime from his personal
feelings to important events that not only affected him but affected the world as well these events
include the anglo dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy and even the great fire and the
great plague of london now a library in cambridge is named after him
300 Writing Prompts 2018-02-27 suitable for both men and women 300 wing prompts is an
interesting and inspiring journal of self exploration self help it comes with 300 thought provoking
writing prompts for adults to help them dig deeper inside them this amazing writing prompt journal
is a combination of writing prompts for writers writing prompts for self discovery and writing
prompts for teens my previous writing journals inside this writing journal you will be greeted with a
lot of inspiring and fun questions all aimed at self help and self exploration the journal writing
prompts inside this journal are crafted in such a way to make you think about yourself in a new and
refreshing way hence you will gain a deeper understanding of your inner kid while having fun on
the whole the questions and writing prompts within this unique journal are meant to provide you
with a simple yet a fun pastime just go to your favorite place and turn the page to your next thought
provoking writing prompt or question
The Year of You: 365 Journal-Writing Prompts for Creative Self-Discovery 2017-11-17 the
year of you is an invitation to discover more about yourself become more conscious about what you
want and create a rich and fulfilling life through one journaling prompt a day with this book you
can take the guess work out of journaling and use one writing prompt each day of the year to
explore and unpack the most important aspects of your life and your being each month you ll focus
on one important area of your life january identity february the past march environment april fun
may career june relationships july growth august money september travel and adventure october
health november spirituality december the future you can start in january june or november simply
turn to today s date and start writing whether you re new to journaling or have enjoyed a reflective
writing practice for some time the year of you offers a wealth of inspiration that will deepen your
understanding and awareness of what makes you who you are
397 Journal Writing Prompts and Ideas 2015-01-13 journaling is basically the act of recording your
thoughts and feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis this art has been around for hundreds
of years now and has been used by most people as a means to relieve stress and express themselves
one of the most popular journals is that one by samuel pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s
who made it a point to write down what happened in his lifetime from his personal feelings to
important events that not only affected him but affected the world as well these events include the
anglo dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy and even the great fire and the great
plague of london now a library in cambridge is named after him
397 Journal Writing Prompts & Ideas 2015 journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts
and feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis this art has been around for hundreds of years
now and has been used by most people as a means to relieve stress and express themselves one of
the most popular journals is that one by samuel pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s who
made it a point to write down what happened in his lifetime from his personal feelings to important
events that not only affected him but affected the world as well these events include the anglo
dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy and even the great fire and the great plague of
london now a library in cambridge is named after him
September Daily Journal Writing Prompts 2005-03-02 a guided writing journal filled with tips
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instructions and plenty of space to explore your creativity and become a better writer where do i
begin a common question no matter how much you love to write how often you write or if you re a
beginner to journaling the blank page or empty journal can be intimidating designed to nurture
your creativity and self motivation my creative writing journal provides you with welcome guidance
and inspiration to explore and write with ease inside this interactive journal you will find plenty of
writing room to get your thoughts and words on paper and even learn more about yourself unique
writing prompts and interesting topics and questions to reflect upon will stimulate your creativity
and have you brainstorming new ideas whether you re new to journal writing or find yourself really
stuck in the creative process discover the motivation to get started and the encouragement to
continue and enjoy your writing journey
My Creative Writing Journal 2020-09-08 journal prompts for writing daily journal writing
prompts writing prompts for self reflection write your life story writing a memoir 3 100 prompts by
michelle hilmar is the ultimate story of my life book and journal life story guide that allows you to
explore the depths of your experiences and document the story of your life with its vast collection of
3 100 writing prompts this book empowers you to write my life story pen your memoirs and create
a family history record book that celebrates genealogy and the beauty of your personal history if
you ve ever thought i need to write my memoirs then this book is for you through thought
provoking journal prompts and interview questions this book provides the perfect life story journal
to capture the essence of the story of your life and record treasured moments it guides you in
reflecting on the story of your life and inspires you to write your own narrative with the wealth of
writing prompts you can delve into the depths of your family history explore genealogy and write
your family history leaving a lasting legacy that can be passed down through generations journal
prompts for writing is the ideal companion for anyone aspiring to write my life story pen their
memoirs or embark on the journey of documenting their family history it serves as a personal
keepsake a family history record book that preserves your most important recollections stories and
life lessons through writing you can celebrate your heritage honor genealogy and create a
meaningful connection with future generations this book is an invitation to embrace the
transformative power of writing and self reflection it encourages you to write my book record your
memoirs and explore the vast landscape of your personal history with journal prompts for writing
you can unleash your creativity delve into the depths of your experiences and create a tangible
legacy that can be cherished by your loved ones as the ideal gift this interview prompt book is the
perfect companion to your journal for family history and makes a perfect gift for any occasion
Journal Prompts for Writing 2023-05-05 journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts
and feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis this art has been around for hundreds of years
now and has been used by most people as a means to relieve stress and express themselves one of
the most popular journals is that one by samuel pepys a naval administrator in the 1600 s who
made it a point to write down what happened in his lifetime from his personal feelings to important
events that not only affected him but affected the world as well these events include the anglo
dutch war the restoration of the english monarchy and even the great fire and the great plague of
london now a library in cambridge is named after him
397 Journal Writing Prompts & Ideas 2015 this collection of 365 journal writing prompts is meant
to stop writer s block in its tracks with enough prompts to last the whole year long you ll be writing
every day on a variety of subjects with some introspection some humor and a view to the future you
ll be able to practice your writing and learn more about yourself author bryan cohen s books of
writing prompts and writing advice have sold more than 15 000 copies
The Writing Prompts Journal 2012-10-05 a daily writing practice requires constant feeding of
new ideas to draw from deep inside your writing well this book offers daily prompts to get your
creative juices flowing and provides the kick start necessary when you are faced with writers block
give your writing a boost whether you are writing your memoir have a daily journaling practice or
building fictional characters for your next book break through writers block with 365 prompts and
creative ideas to expand your thoughts and open new writing avenues filled with words phrases and
spiritual inspiration this book sparks the writer to write on the blank page anytime these creative
exercises keep you writing and help you build a daily writing practice to complete your book initiate
change and promote personal transformation writing feeds the mind and heals the soul no writer
should be without these prompts
365 Days of Creative Writing 2012-08-01 deepen your creative identity and build a foundation
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for your best work in just a few minutes each day as a creative you probably spend a lot of time in
your work but how often do you take a step back to reflect on your work in the year of you for
creatives you ll discover more about your creative identity your motivation your habits and routines
and the things that make your work work inside you ll find 365 daily journaling prompts that guide
you through different elements of your creative work so you can build a strong foundation improve
your craft and develop a practice that works for you every month you ll explore an important aspect
of your creativity january creative identity february health and self care march working
environment april time and energy may community and support june daily routine july mindset
august the past september growth and learning october money november life outside your creative
work december reflection and planning wherever you are on your creative journey and whatever
your previous experience with journaling this book offers a wealth of inspiration that will deepen
your understanding of yourself and your creative work
The Year of You for Creatives 2021-11-15 the ultimate guide to journaling packed with prompts
and ideas to spark creativity for many people who want to keep a journal the fear of the blank page
can be a very real stumbling block but is definitely something that can be resolved in this essential
guide journaling expert helen colebrook offers up all her knowledge tips and tricks to ensure you
get truly bitten by the journaling bug through 101 layout examples helen shows you how to
approach the design of a myriad of different journal pages from mood trackers to gratitude spreads
monthly cover pages daily weekly and monthly planners lists project planners and more she also
covers ideas for junk journaling adding watercolour to your journal and other ways to develop the
artistic side of your journaling this is a book that will be a constant companion that you can use for
inspiration whenever you need some new ideas for a fresh layout but it s not just about the
aesthetics of your journal alongside the layouts helen gives helpful prompts that will make you
think about what you are journaling as much as how these include thoughtful prompts and
exercises to get you started on self reflection and help you make writing a daily habit alongside
creative prompts to get your creative juices flowing there are no end of ways to get creative in your
journal and it can become a hugely relaxing and rewarding part of the process the beauty of
journaling is that there is no right or wrong but sometimes we all need a little help and inspiration
to help us get the most of this fulfilling hobby this beautiful book is the perfect companion to helen
s debut book journal with purpose and alongside her youtube tutorials and blog will ensure you
have all the tools and ideas you need to make your journal a thing of beauty and personal truth with
101 layout ideas and 500 journal prompts there s nothing stopping you from journaling with
purpose too
Journal with Purpose Layout Ideas 101 2021-04-13 contains 350 writing prompts for use in fourth
through eighth grade classrooms grouped in sixteen categories with tips for the teacher
350 Fabulous Writing Prompts 1995 in the 100 day self discovery journal you get 100 days of
unique thought provoking and creative writing prompts for life changing self discovery you can use
the book as your journal to write in this prompt journal gives you all the inspiration you need to get
going on your self exploring journaling route with a wide ranging selection of unusual writing
suggestions plenty of writing space each prompt is on its own lined two page spread with lots of
room for comprehensive journal writing do you want to know who you are and what you want but
don t know where to begin do you want to be the best version of yourself and dig deeper into your
authentic self are you lacking in motivation or inspiration but don t know why would you like to
change the way you live your life but don t have the first idea of where to start do you feel change
is due and inevitable but don t know what and how to change the journal prompts in this book serve
as thought provoking kick starters for efficient and joyful journal writing and they will help you
start a fun self discovering and life changing journaling journey you will also learn how to meditate
before journaling how to get your emotions onto the page how to succeed with the journaling
process how to move on once you ve identified your issues by harnessing the power of the
journaling experience journaling provides you with an experience unlike any other you get to write
down your most profound inner thoughts without offending somebody else with your opinions and
you can start where you are anywhere in life keeping a journal is meant to be a pleasurable and
rewarding experience and the prompts in this book are designed for you to persevere and really
reap all the benefits of a journaling practice that will undoubtedly enhance the quality of your life
so pick up your copy of the 100 day self discovery journal get the best writing prompts for self
exploring journal writing and take a step towards identifying a better life a life you truly deserve
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the 100 day self discovery journal also serves well as a treasured women s journal gift and a journal
for girls
October Daily Journal Writing Prompts 2005-03-02 journal with 120 lined pages front and back
to write what happened today using the prompts as what was the best part of your day what was
the worst part of your day what happened today that you woud like to change archival quality
pages made from acid free paper resists damage from light and air gorgeous designed cover
integrated bookmark elastic closure helps keep notebook securely closed the book is great for
either pen and pencil users enjoy
The 100-Day Self-Discovery Journal 2018-11-17 do you want to reconnect with your sense of
who you are and what matters most to you could you benefit from a daily dose of reflection and self
connection the year of you for mothers is your opportunity to spend a few minutes with yourself
each day as well as reflecting on your parenting experience you ll also maintain or regain that
important connection with the areas of your life that can get pushed aside by the daily whirlwind of
parenting inside you ll find 365 daily journaling prompts that will make you think about a specific
aspect of your life and your parenting experience including identity purpose and meaning
community money health and more whether you re new to journaling or have enjoyed a reflective
writing practice for some time the year of you for mothers offers a wealth of inspiration that will
deepen your understanding and awareness of yourself as a mother and an individual
Journal Writing Prompt: Journal, Writing Journal, Personal Diary, Lined Journal, Writers Notebook,
Personal Journal, Gift for Writers and Trav 2018-12-26 an inspiration magnet to skyrocket self
esteem this self discovery journal provides more than 200 thoroughly unique enjoyable writing
prompts skyrocket your self esteem develop your creativity and explore all area s of life writing
prompts about your love life writing prompts to better deal with social anxiety s writing prompts for
finding empowering strategies to deal with worries stress and failures and much much more
creative writing at your own pace for maximum benefit this beautifully designed writing prompts
journal can be used at your own space to give you the maximum benefit furthermore there are
wisdom quotes throughout this writing prompt journal to motivate you when you feel a lack of
inspiration discover your best self now scroll up to buy your own writing prompts journal zen
journaling method the writing prompts in this self discovery journal are designed as writing
prompts for adults but are also fit as writing prompts for teens given the nature of the writing
prompts this journal also perfectly fits as a self esteem workbook furthermore this daily journal for
women men is perfectly compatible with other self help books or self help methods it s both a
journal to write in for women and a journal to write in for men 21 exercises has also created other
self help journals including writing prompts journals creative writing prompts and 90 days self
discovery journals to write in for women men to get the most benefit out of the writing prompt
journal it s advisable to set out a particular zen journaling time each day 5 to 10 minutes for
example in the morning or before you go to bed
The Year of You for Mothers: 365 Journal-Writing Prompts for Self-Reflection, Self-Care,
and Self-Discovery 2020-03-19 do you need inspiration or prompts for your journal experience are
you looking for a simple daily journal with writing prompts start the new year with this 365 day
journal that includes writing prompts and doodle space discover yourself with creative and mindful
thoughts write draw doodle this journal with a blue artsy cover is perfect for your journaling
adventures start a routine each day and journal for 5 minutes or less to focus on something positive
the writing space is only a few lines so you don t have to feel overwhelmed or come up with long
responses however at the end of the journal are blank lined pages to write more if you wish this
journal contains 365 prompts providing one year of reflection the prompts include writing about
gratitude memories your childhood your favorites lists and more more details larger 8x10 to have
more room for writing 109 pages cover soft matte binding professional paperback binding pages
cannot be removed designed in the usa this journal provides prompts to get your journal habits a
kickstart works for home or travel it makes a great gift too please contact me if you are unsatisfied
for any reason and i will do my best to address your concerns check out the author page for more
journals notebooks and other ideas to ignite creativity order today and enjoy discovering yourself
sissy sissy s journals notebooks
365 Journal Writing Ideas 2013 this 6 x 9 journal is organized into 52 weeks or 1 year of journaling
each week has a question or a prompt to help get you writing each week or prompt gives you 2
pages to write your thoughts and feelings on the topic this blank book is to help you better
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understand yourself and what kind of person you are and want to be this diary makes journaling
easy for beginners and experts a like
The Writing Prompt Journal 2018-12-19 you are guaranteed to be able to write after reading this
book ever get stuck when trying to write a journal entry want to learn how to write better need
journal templates journal entries and journal prompts for you your friends or your students 99
journal writing templates gives you ninety nine different journal entries that you can use in your
journals starting right now not only will you write better and learn new things but you will also gain
personal growth within yourself this book makes journal writing fun anyone can benefit from this
book including journal writing lovers students teachers creative writers content creators book
novel writers bloggers article writers and literally anyone who enjoys writing and getting their
thoughts on paper if you have ever wanted a book you can go through any day any time of the week
this book is your answer you will write more you will increase your skills in vocabulary writing and
other life skills you will learn more about yourself and you will love getting your thoughts and ideas
on paper once you start writing more journal entries from these journal prompts you will begin to
develop your own prompts and templates and will be writing all the time and best of all you will
love writing and you will love yourself for doing it get this book right now and never have trouble
writing in your journal again
365 Journal Writing Prompts for Creative Self Discovery 2020-01-04 the 90 day writing
prompt journal offers 90 one word writing prompts to encourage creativity consistency and
accountability in your writing life use this journal however you wish you could start at the
beginning and work your way to the end or you could peruse the table of contents and choose
prompts in random order depending on your mood or inclination at that particular time you could
set a timer for five or ten minutes or you could write until the pages are filled no overthinking no
editing just write with 90 word prompts included you have plenty of opportunities to be inspired
develop a regular writing habit and practice your craft freewriting is a type of writing exercise in
which a person writes freely and continuously for a certain period of time without giving much
thought to correct grammar or the end result use freewriting as a way to eliminate your inhibitions
silence your inner critic release your creativity break down limitations and boundaries get unstuck
from writer s block experiment with new techniques write without fear of judgment or criticism
explore new ideas generate content and build a body of work if you want to grow as a writer you
have to practice write every day or at least as regularly as possible and you will only become a
better writer over time
52 Weeks of Journaling Prompts 2018-07 journaling is a fun and fulfilling activity that can shine a
light on yourself and your opinions it can help solidify your worldview by clarifying your way of
thinking it promotes creativity and self expression and gives you a record of your thoughts in this
book the front of this book isn t filled with useless prose explaining philosophical musings on the
subject instead we decided that it would be appropriate to structure the book in a manner that
would allow you to dive right in and start writing at the end of the book we present all of the
prompts in list form in case you don t want to write inside this book the list format is also here to
make things convenient for our kindle and e book readers to skip the lined format portion of the
book journals to write in that include prompts are uncommon but here you have enough room to
write your daily journal entries ladies you may consider it a diary if you like all that being said you
re ready to start writing if you don t like a specific prompt you can skip to the bonus prompts at the
end of the book to find a suitable replacement have fun writing
November Daily Journal Writing Prompts 2005-03 discover how to write a journal with this 365
creative ideas you re about to discover how to journaling for personal growth and happiness with
365 prompts ideas inspirations and examples we all have times in our lives when we need a little
inspiration wisdom and humor to get us through difficult times or just a long day here is a sneak
peak of topics covered in this book relationships health family inspiration motivation home life
career romance love children money budgets being happy change much much more download your
copy right now
99 Journal Writing Templates 2014-09-06 great writing prompt journal for kids between the 3rd
and 5th grade perhaps you have a child who loves writing and wants to develop their skills or
perhaps your child is a reluctant writer who needs to practice writing essays and stories to keep up
with their peers whatever the case may be you ll find this journal filled with writing prompts is
perfect for improving children s imagination creativity reading skills vocabulary and comprehension
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the writing prompts in this book are ideal for children in the 2nd 3rd 4th and 5th grade but older
students will also enjoy the interesting topics and fun story starters this is an ideal book for parents
looking for a way to extend their child at home what s more the finished journal makes a fantastic
keep sake if you homeschool or tutor a child this is a great way to get their creative juices flowing
teachers will love this brilliant book of prompts with a topic for every occasion you ll never run out
of creative writing ideas and interesting story starters this book is a great gift for aspiring writers
here are a few examples of great prompts in the book you blow out your birthday candles and make
a wish immediately the wish comes true what did you wish for what happens your dad is a scientist
one of his top secret projects is to bring the dinosaurs back to life he s brought a baby dinosaur
home from the lab how do you look after it what type of transportation will people have in the
future a strange little door appears in your bedroom you can squeeze through the door if you try
what do you find on the other side writing prompts include interesting story starters but also would
you rather questions like would you rather be able to fly or be incredibly strong and persuasive
essay topics to improve debating skills
The 90-Day Writing Prompt Journal 2019-12-03 a guided journal containing 365 prompts
covering the most important areas of life monthly topics include identity relationships money career
the future and much more
365 Journal Writing Prompts to Inspire Creativity and Personal Growth 2015-04-21 guided
prompt journal with 100 positive prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for
yourself or a friend to write down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing
prompt journal to learn about themselves sooth the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries
and gain helpful insight into what truly matters to them journaling for five or ten minutes a day will
help you gain control over your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the journal to
provide you with more space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product
details matte finish cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm
perfect present for moms daughters fathers sons family or friends for their birthday or for
christmas make sure to look at our other products for other book ideas and covers by clicking on
the author name
365 Creative Journal Writing Prompts 2015-10-17 guided prompt journal with 100 positive prompts
a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend to write down your
thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about themselves
sooth the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into what truly
matters to them journaling for five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over your
emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the journal to provide you with more space to
draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish cover 100
positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for moms
daughters fathers sons family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look at our
other products for other book ideas and covers by clicking on the author name
The Awesome Writing Prompts Journal for Kids 2020-05-16 101 things to write about for 3rd
grade students best for 3rd grade students writing prompts for kids 3rd grade is an interesting and
inspiring journal which comes with over 100 thought provoking writing prompts the book helps kids
develop their narrative writing skills by giving them enough writing prompts one per day for 101
days being parents you will be happy to know that you will no longer fight for writing ideas for your
2nd graders in this journal you will find a lot of inspiring fun questions and writing prompts all
aimed at journal writing for 3rd grade this journal is crafted in such a way to get kids think in a
new and refreshing way and it also lets them gain a deeper understanding of their inner self while
having fun on the whole the questions and writing prompts within this unique journal are meant to
provide your kid with a simple yet integrative pastime i am sure writing prompts for kids 3rd grade
will provide your kids with excellent things to write about enjoy
The Year of You 2021-02-15 grab these 101 one page story starters journal prompts for your kids
best for kids from 2nd grade to 6th grade writing prompts for kids is an interesting and inspiring
journal with over 100 thought provoking story starters and journal prompts the book helps kids
develop their narrative writing skills by giving them enough writing prompts one per page for 101
days being parents you will be happy to know that you will no longer fight for writing ideas for your
kids in this journal you will find a lot of inspiring fun story starters and writing prompts all aimed at
journal writing for kids this journal is crafted in such a way to get kids to think in a new and
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refreshing way and takes their narrative writing skills to the next level on the whole the story
starters and writing prompts within this unique journal are meant to provide your kid with a simple
yet integrative pastime i am sure writing prompts for kids will provide your kids with excellent
things to write about enjoy just scroll this page up and click the buy button to get a copy for your
little angel
April Daily Journal Writing Prompts 2005-08-18 follow the journal writing prompts actions in
this book to fill your journal to the point of bursting filled with memories self reflection ideas
inspiration creativity experiences achievements gratitude goals and direction unlock the potential
of your journal and enjoy some time for yourself in this journaling with prompts book you will
discover memories daily reflections weekly reflections confessions mindfulness your favorites
morals and ethics happiness gratitude and appreciation rituals and so much more thank you for
your interest in journal writing as well as helping yourself out and motivating yourself to do more in
life enjoy the journal ideas and prompts
Positive Writing Prompts for Teens 2019-02-18 300 creative writing prompts the complete fiction
writer s journal is your artistic muse and creative compass all 300 prompts are curated to unleash
the creative fiction writer s imagination and eliminate the headache that can sometimes occur
between brain and pen writing just became pain free peruse the prompts until you find the perfect
match or scan the table of contents to see what section you d like to start with we guarantee there s
something to tickle your fancy no matter what mood you re in access and refine different aspects of
your writing skills utilize the different prompt categories to start with character setting or plot
every prompt is designed to evoke story ideas unique to each writer so break the rules and twist
and bend the prompts become the architect of your story with 300 creative writing prompts the
complete fiction writer s journal samples story starters grow a story from one of these story
starting first lines it s ironic that he died eating a sandwich bologna sandwiches were his favorite
food as i walked home amongst the autumn leaves the chilly nip in the wind seemed to be
foreshadowing the change that was coming realistic write a grounded story write a story about a
dying man who finally gains the courage to do something he s always been afraid to do write a story
about a couple who meet in the most unexpected way fantasy craft a story that toys with the rules
of nature everything that madelyn writes a story about happens in real life write a story about
someone who has supernatural powers and gets caught using them setting starters choose a story
setting that sparks your imagination write a story that takes place on a cliff that is overlooking a
canyon write a story that takes place in a vast apple orchard how did they get there think backward
from these prompts to explain how your characters got into a certain situation a child is riding his
bicycle through the pouring rain as fast as he can someone is stumbling through the pitch black
woods at night silly enjoy some light hearted writing write a story about a mischievous puppy that
wreaks havoc on its family write a story about a pack of gummy bears that come to life adventure
create an action packed adventure one day maya is home alone when she hears the shower turn on
in her bathroom what happens next write a story about a man who dies in mysterious
circumstances most of his friends seem to brush it off as an accident but his son won t rest until he
knows what happened from the perspective of pick a character that interests you and tell their
story a transfer student s first day at their new school someone who wakes up and can t remember
who they are or where they are book includes around five prompts per page
Positive Writing Prompts: Anti Anxiety and Depression Writing Prompt Journal with 100
Positive Writing Prompts to Explore Your Thoughts and Soot 2019-03-25 101 creative
journaling prompts is an inspiring collection of writing prompts that you ll actually want to use
designed to help you dig deeper to discover more of your true self and to inspire you on those days
where you aren t quite sure what to write about if you re looking for a deeper connection with your
journal author and artist kristal norton sheds light on a more rewarding form of journaling with a
brief introduction to art journaling and 20 bonus art prompts she also shares pages of her creative
journal that were inspired by the prompts in the book showing how each prompt can be used and
interpreted in many ways this book is overflowing with inspiration 101 creative writing prompts
that encourage introspection great for traditional journaling as well as art journaling visual
examples of prompts interpreted by the author 20 quick and easy art prompts to get you started
adding color and imagery to your journal bonus video of author and artist kristal norton creating an
art journal page from start to finish using this book for inspiration a pdf version of all the prompts
in this book so that you can print cut out and put them in a jar for easy access when you re feeling
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stuck
Writing Prompts for Kids 3rd Grade 2018-06-18 guided prompt journal with 100 positive
prompts a beautifully designed positive writing prompt journal for yourself or a friend to write
down your thoughts great gift for those in need of a positive writing prompt journal to learn about
themselves sooth the mind or get rid of anxiety depression or worries and gain helpful insight into
what truly matters to them journaling for five or ten minutes a day will help you gain control over
your emotions and feelings extra blank pages at the end of the journal to provide you with more
space to draw doodle sketch and write down your thought or notes product details matte finish
cover 100 positive prompts journal extra blank pages 6 x 9 15 24 x 22 86 cm perfect present for
moms daughters fathers sons family or friends for their birthday or for christmas make sure to look
at our other products for other book ideas and covers by clicking on the author name
Writing Prompts For Kids 2019-05-23 a writing journal with 52 personal writing prompts ranging
from your favorite book to a place you d like to visit to describing a family tradition or an inside
joke use it in english class writer s workshop or as a personal self reflection tool
The Ultimate Book of Journal Writing Prompts: Great Tips Helpful to Keeping Journal
2021-05-06
300 Creative Writing Prompts 2017-10-25
101+ Creative Journaling Prompts 2012-11-28
Guided Journal for Mental Health: Anti Anxiety and Depression Writing Prompt Journal with 100
Positive Writing Prompts to Explore Your Thoughts and So 2019-03-25
Reflections Weekly Writing Journal 2019-11
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